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AT LAST!  SPRING HAS COME TO LARK HARBOUR

THESE ARE COMMON CROCUSES THAT HAVE BEEN GROWING IN THESE WOODS FOR THIRTY YEARS.

EVERY WINTER THEY ARE HIDING IN THE GROUND  . . .  UNDER THE SNOW  . . .  WAITING  . . . WAITING . . . 

. . . FOR THE SNOW TO MELT AND THE SUN TO SHINE UNTIL SUDDENLY THEY KNOW IT IS TIME,

THE LONG WINTER IS FINISHED, AND SPRING IS WELCOMING THEM AND US FOR ANOTHER YEAR. 

mailto:blowmedowner@gmail.com
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                     COMMUNITY CALENDAR                   

2019                                      JUNE                                      2019

Please note: Church schedules may be subject to change
1st Sat 
2nd Sun 11:00am St James;  7:00pm St Ambrose
9th Sun 11:00am St James;  7:00pm St Ambrose
16th Sun Fathers’ Day 11:00am St AMbrose;  7:00pm St

James 
17th Mon M  Full Moon
21st Fri Summer Solstice
23rd Sun 11:00am St Ambrose;  7:00pm St James 
24th Mon St-Jean-Baptiste Day - Québec
30th Sun 11:00am St Ambrose;  7:00pm St James 

2019                                     JULY           2019 

  1st Mon CANADA DAY
Craft & Flea Market;   Activities for Children;
NonProfit Barbeque;   Fireworks in Park.

  7th Sun 11:00am St James;  7:00pm St Ambrose
14th Sun 11:00am St James;  7:00pm St Ambrose
16th Tues M  Full Moon
21st Sun 11:00am St James; 2:00pm St Ambrose, Flower Svc 
28th Sun 11:00am St Ambrose; 2:00pm St James, Flower Svc

2019                                   AUGUST                                   2019

  4th  Sun 11:00am St James;  7:00pm St Ambrose
11th  Sun 11:00am St James;  7:00pm St Ambrose
15th  Thur    M Full Moon      Civic Holiday
18th  Sun 11:00am St Ambrose;  7:00pm St James 
25th  Sun 11:00am St Ambrose;  7:00pm St James 

2019                           ADVANCE DATES                         2 019

SEPT   2nd Mon LABOUR DAY
14th Sat M  Full Moon
23rd Mon Autumn Equinox

OCTOBER 13th Sun M  Full Moon
14th Mon THANKSGIVING DAY
21st Mon FEDERAL ELECTION DAY

NOVEMBER   3rd Sun Return to Standard Time
11th Mon Remembrance Day
12th Tues M  Full Moon
24th Sun Reign of Christ, Last before Advent
28th Thur American Thanksgiving

DECEMBER   1st Sun Advent 1
  8th Sun Advent 2
12th Thur M  Full Moon
15th Sun Advent 3
22nd Sun Advent 4;  Winter Solstice
25th Wed CHRISTMAS DAY

2020  JAN   1st Wed NEW YEAR’S DAY

          BUSINESS & ORGANISATION DIRECTORY    

! Byrne’s Store, Main Street. York Harbour 
groceries, hardware, gas & diesel, souvenirs         709 681-2040
wandastrickland@outlook.com

! Captain Cook B&B & Cottages, York Harbour 
Email:  info@captaincookbb.ca         681-2906; 1-877-681-2906

! Captain Cook’s Galley, 135 Little Port Rd, Lark Harbour
Restaurant - Seasonal - Call for information           709 681-2777

! Creative Photography by Linda, 131 Main St, Lark Hr
Email: creativephotographybylinda9@gmail.com
131 Main St, Lark Harbour                         709 681-2255

! Curling ONE Stop Service Station, Corner Brook 
      366 Curling Street, automotive repairs, servicing 709 785-2619

! Myrtle’s on the Bay, Main Street, Lark Harbour 
entertainment, food, licenced                         709 681-2103

! Eddie Joyce, MHA, Bay of Islands, Corner Brook 
House of Assembly, St John’s. NL 709 634-7883 

! Gudie Hutchings, MP, Long Range Mountains, NL
Member of Parliament, Canada.  709 637-4540
gudie.hutchings@parl.gc.ca

! Marlaine’s Tidewatcher Café, 59 Main Street, Lark Hr
      Closed - FOR SALE BY OWNER           709 681-2140

! Sheppard’s Clover Farm Store, Lark Harbour  
groceries, hardware, gas, marine supplies            709 681-2160

! The Roost, Gift Shop and Gallery, York Harbour
sea glass, paintings, handmade glass beads   709 681-2341
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Obituary

MARY ELIZABETH CHILDS
1924 December 28 - 2019 May 04

It was with great sadness that
the family of the late Mary
Childs announced her passing
at the Corner Brook Long
Term Care Centre on
Saturday, May 4th, 2019, at
the age of 94 years.

Mary left to mourn with
fond and loving memories,
her children:  Garland
(Jeanie) and Roslyn (Sam)
Sheppard; her grandchildren:
Steven (Chris), Jeffrey
(Patti), Ryan (Jackie), Johnny
(Kelly), Melanie (Gerard), Dennis (Jennifer), Dale, and Trina (Rod);
her great grandchildren: Dawson, Alley, Mia, Georgia, Dayna,
Denise, Craig, Ethan, and Kirklind; her great great grandson Alex;
her foster daughter Heather; her brother Wallace (Georgina); her
brothers and sisters-in-law: Soloman, Kenneth, Lavinia, and Mamie;
her son-in-law Howard; and a large circle of nieces, nephews, other
relatives and friends.

Mary was predeceased by her husband Harold Childs; her
daughter Susanne; her parents Gilbert & Suhanna Park; and her
brothers: Roy and Ambrose.  Visitation for family and friends took
place at St James Anglican Church, Lark Harbour, on Monday, 2019
May 06th, from the hours of 7:00-9:00 pm and Tuesday, May 07th,
from the hours of 2:00-4:00pm and 7:00-9:00pm.

The funeral service was held on Wednesday, 2019 May 08th, at
2:00 pm with Rev Effie Organ officiating.  Interment followed at
St James Anglican Cemetery.  As expressions of sympathy, in lieu
of flowers, memorial donations could be made to the St James
Anglican Church Fund.

We offer our sincerest condolences to Mary’s family and friends
in this sad time of  bereavement.

WELCOME THE FLOWERS OF SPRING
IN LARK HARBOUR

SPRING IS LATE BUT IT’S HERE!
See text opposite Right

Obituary

EDWARD M CHILDS
1939 - 2019

It was with sadness that the
family of Edward Childs
announced his passing on
Thursday, May 30, 2019 at the
Western Memorial Regional
Hospital at the age of 80.

Edward will be lovingly
remembered by his wife of 62
years Marguerite, daughters
Dianne Humber (Myles),
Sandra Russell, Pamela Motty
(Phillip); grandchildren Angie
Russell (Ewan), Andrew
Russell (Crystal), Miranda Ford (Grant), Mitchell Motty (Heather),
Robyn Motty, great grandchildren Christina, Paige, Maddison,
Jaxon, brothers Stanley Childs (Emma), Howard  Childs (Sheila) as
well as a large number of nieces, nephews other relatives and
friends.

Edward was predeceased by his parents John & Elizabeth Childs,
sister and brother-in-law Elizabeth & Wilfred MacDonald, and
sister-in-law Suzanne Childs. Visitation was held at St James
Anglican Church, Lark Harbour on Friday May 31st and Saturday
June 1st from 2:00-4:00pm and 7:00-9:00pm, followed by the
Funeral Service on Sunday, June 2, 2019 at 2:00pm with
Rev Effie Organ officiating.  The interment will follow at St James
Cemetery, Lark Harbour.  As expressions of sympathy, flowers are
graciously accepted or memorial donations may be made to St James
Anglican Church Memorial Fund.  Funeral arrangements have been
entrusted to Fillatre’s Funeral Home.

We offer our sincerest condolences to Edward’s family and 
friends in this sad time of bereavement.

See picture this page at bottom left

These purple flowers, and the white ones on page one, are common
crocuses (botanical name Crocus sativus), but there are also less
common yellow ones.  They grow from small bulbs that look like
tiny onions which should be planted in the fall at the same time as
daffodils.  Before and after blooming they can be identified by the
off-white line down the middle of the long thin leaves (visible in the
picture at left).

Crocuses are among the first to push their way up through the
brushwood and last year’s detritus, a week or two before the
surrounding deciduous trees put out their new leaves, over-shading
the area.  They are very easy to grow, requiring absolutely no care,
and should be left after flowering to complete their growth cycle,
during which they will produce seeds and some of the bulbs will
divide and separate, making more little plants for future years. They
will also produce viable seeds which may be blows several feet from
the parent plant.  But if left undisturbed they will grow and in a
couple of years you will have many more plants.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crocus
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BREXIT - THE NEED TO MAKE GOOD ON
THE REFERENDUM RESULT PROMISE

Article by Will Carter

The UK Government needs to determine carefully and strategically
when to exit the European Union (EU), calculating its negotiating
position as well as the temperature of the UK people through the
Brexit process.

The European Union (EU) was established in 1993,
incorporating the European Economic Community (EEC) which
was renamed the Economic Community (EC).  The EU had its roots
in the EEC which had been created in 1957 when the Treaty of
Rome was signed by the original six countries: Belgium, France,
Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, and West Germany.

The UK, along with Denmark and Ireland joined the European
Economic Community (EEC) as it was known then, on January 1,
1973.  Two and a half years later, on June 5, 1975, the United
Kingdom European Communities membership referendum took
place with a resulting 67% vote to remain members of the EC/EEC.

The United Kingdom has known four decades within the
EEC/EU.  The UK has also had generations of history existing as
a state outside of the European Union, having existed as its own
unified state since 1801.  At that time, Ireland joined Great Britain
which was comprised of the union of countries, England, Scotland
and Wales.  The name adopted for the new larger union was ‘United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland’ from which we get the
present name of United Kingdom or UK for short.

Forty-one years have passed since the European Communities
Membership Referendum took place and the UK has experienced
the pros and cons of being a member state in the EEC/EU.

On June 23, 2016 the United Kingdom European Union
Membership Referendum, also known as the EU Referendum, or
the Brexit Referendum, occurred, inquiring of the electorate
whether the UK and Gibraltar should remain a member state of the
EU or leave the EU.  The electorate voted in favour of leaving the
EU by 51.9% of the vote.  The government at the time promised it
would honour the result of the Referendum.  Because of the
promise given, it is important the government follow through on its
promise to the electorate majority.  Not surprisingly, there has been
controversy over the Referendum issue as the electorate opposed to
leaving the EU was a large minority of 48.1% of voters.

Although the Brexit controversy has serious implications of
concern to voters on both sides, there is an issue of greater concern. 
There exists a spirit of unrest among the people of the UK—an
unrest like water just before it comes to a boil.  Those on both sides
of the issue are unhappy.

Those who voted in the Referendum to remain in the EU are 
unhappy, recognizing the status quo they sought to maintain will
now change.  Their nation has been in the EU for more than four
decades now.  For them, membership within the EU offers
familiarity, a sense of security and comfort.  Furthermore, some on
this side believe that to remain in the EU is the best option for the
UK economically.  For these reasons, it is not surprising some on
this side of the vote are applying pressure on the government in
hopes of preventing it from following through on its promise and
obligation to honour the wishes of the Brexit Referendum electorate
majority.

Those who voted in the Referendum to exit the EU were initially
pleased.  However, their happiness was short-lived as they observed

the slowness of the government to follow through upon the
Referendum result.

The government, which had promised to honour the Referendum
result, appeared to be dragging its feet, albeit motivated by an effort
to maintain good relations with its fellow EU trading partners
during and after the departure process. 

The UK has attempted to negotiate from the position of a
soon-to-be sovereign nation.  On the other hand, the 27 remaining
EU nations have negotiated from a position that resists future
sovereign status to the UK, the remaining 27 EU nations insisting
on maintaining some control over the affairs of the UK, especially
where trade is concerned.  The other 27 EU nations, not only fetter
the UK government in its ability to make an amicable break; there
is opposition at home by those opposed to Brexit.

From one perspective, the government’s pre-Brexit negotiation
efforts appear admirable, yet the slow-moving nature of the
on-going negotiations may be construed as demonstrating a lack of
courage.

Certainly, negotiating agreements pre-Brexit is wise.  However,
each new round of negotiations appears to settle less and less
disputed ground.  The 27 EU nation group appears unwilling to
budge on certain aspects of present agreements.  Unless the UK is
willing to give up sovereignty as a feature of the post-Brexit UK, its
greatest benefit of the EU, the negotiations with the other EU
member states may drag on for many years.  There needs to come
a point where the government determines it has negotiated as much
as it is able to arrive at mutually agreeable UK departure conditions. 
Beyond these conditions, there remain agreements that neither side
is willing to compromise on, resulting in unproductive negotiations. 
Once this point is reached, the government ought to take the
difficult and courageous step of making the official exit from the
EU and post departure resuming its attempts to resolve remaining
disputes between the two nation parties.  Once the break has been
made, the UK, still seeking to establish the benefits of sovereignty,
may find itself in a better position to negotiate the hard-to-resolve
but necessary changes to unsettled agreements with its former EU
nation states.  With the departure official, the government of the
newly separated UK may also discover a well- needed increase in
support at home.

As the discussions between the separating states stand at
present, within the UK, the lack of sufficient progress in the
negotiating process has caused some on the side of the Referendum
result to view the government as duplicitous.  From their viewpoint,
the government promised to honour the Referendum result but has
refused to demonstrate the courage to fulfill on the promise after
nearly three years. As a result, this segment of Brexit supporters
feels like they are being treated as second class citizens.

The greater percentage of the electorate who supported the
Referendum result are more patient, trusting the government to
fulfil their Brexit promise, and are willing to forebear through the
process.

Although the Brexit Referendum is not legally binding, failure
to honour the result would effectively disenfranchise half the
electorate in an arena that touches upon civil equality.  If Brexit, for
whatever reason, does not go through, it could well bring the
‘simmering waters’ of many to a boil as they seek to reclaim the felt
loss of rights denied them.  Additionally, just as simmering water
doesn’t boil immediately but once it does, the boiling can last for a

 CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

a time; similarly, the simmering anger repressed by the many who
have felt scorned would likely take time to rise to the surface and
be expressed.  Once expressed, it would likely take a longer time,
possibly a few years, until the full expression of the people
subsides.

Whether in dealings with others or with government, people, for
the most part, try to be fair and reasonable, but it doesn’t take much
to cause people to cast aside their obligation to act with fairness and
reasonableness when they feel that fair and reasonable treatment
has been denied them. W. CARTER

Refer to European Union for further information
on EU Members and their present status

Editor’s Note
Mr Carter is a regular reader of the BMD  and a born-and-bred
Canadian from PEI.  He visited Blowmedown Provincial Park,
Lark Harbour, last summer and we had a brief chat.  When he
emailed me recently with comments on the BMD I invited him to
contribute an article on any topic of his choice.  He chose Brexit,
a topic of concern to me, and he took the opposing view to my own,
which was better yet.  It appears here in full, with some very valid
points.  It’s good to hear a new voice now and then.  Thanks, Will.

Readers are invited to submit articles of up to 1,000 words,
approximately a BMD page.  Anonymous articles or those with
undocumented pseudonyms will not be published, but your name
can be withheld at your request.  Editing will be minimal and in
keeping with normal publishing practices.  Editor’s decision is
final.  For more information, please contact me by email. SLH

NEWFOUNDLAND-LABRADOR ELECTION

The Provincial General Election of 2019 May 16 ended with few
surprises.  The usual erratic results were soon finished, with the
early Liberal lead gradually dwindling from 28 leading, to 20
elected as the Progressive Conservatives caught up with 16 elected. 
For some, the surprises were that Eddie Joyce‘s re-election in
Humber-Bay of Islands was never in question from the moment
counting began, but no one who saw the hundreds of “Vote for
Eddie Joyce” signs, and few for others, could be surprised.

The final result by about midnight was Liberal 20, Conservative
15, NDP 3, Independent 2, totalling 40.  The NDP had not been
expected to win 3 seats, but a surprise Liberal defeat in Labrador
caused that.  Overall, barring recounts, it means that there will be a
Liberal Minority government.  

Crosbie, who did not produce the results that many thought he
would, hopes to form a coalition between his 15 members, the 3
NDP members, and the 2 Independents.  However as both are at
least temporary ex Liberals, one or both might decline the invitation. 
But if it happens, it will mean a House of 20 Liberals and a mix of
the rest, numbering 20 also.  In that case, deadlock or defeat could
be the order of the day, and a new election may not be far away.

Considering the electorate did not clearly reject the Ball
Government, anyone causing another election too soon may also pay
the cost with rejection. —SLH

VIOLENCE COMPARED
IN CANADA AND AMERICA

It is now more than a year since the horrific slaughter of seventeen
students and staff and injuries to another seventeen on
2018 February 14 at the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School
in Parkland, South Florida, not far from Miami.  The killer was a
19-year-old student who had been expelled but was later
apprehended by police.

Other students and staff of the school mounted a strong effort
to stir Government authorities and the general public to take action
to develop preventive measures such as stricter legislation with
closer examination of individuals attempting to obtain guns. 
Students from Parkland organised marches and even confronted
President Trump at the White House, but to no avail.

In fact, after meeting the students and their families at the White
House, and expressing sorrow at the vicious slaughter, Trump spoke
a day or so later, with great approbation, at a meeting with NRA
members where he assured them that their position was safe.

The efforts of the Parkland students, parents, and others were
supported by those from other schools dating back to the Columbine
High School slaughter in Colorado twenty years ago, on
1999 April 20.  But now, twenty years after the Columbine event,
despite their strong efforts, including confronting President Trump
at the White House last year, virtually nothing has been done, and
the slaughter continues, with literally dozens killed or injured in
similar gun actions around the country.  Statistics show that on a
per capita basis, Americans own privately more guns, including
military-style automatic or semi-automatic weapons, than any other
industrialised country in the world.  

Finally, however, with the American 2020 November national
election a little more than a year ahead, many of the now 22
Democratic Party candidates whom are seeking to replace Trump
with someone who has more care for the youth of America, are
making Gun Control a major plank in their platforms.  It is certainly
not before time for such action.

Even though Canada experiences occasional similar violence
like Parkland and Columbine, our internal regulations are stricter,
and proportionally we have experienced fewer lawless incidents
than America has, except during events like the Klondike Gold
Rush.  However America’s ills are inevitably real concerns for
Canadians because of our common border 1, and we must remain
ever watchful.  Violence in Canada does happen, as illustrated by
the massacre of fourteen young women with a further fourteen
injured, including four men, at the École Polytechnique de Montréal
on 1989 December 06.  The gunman, Marc Lépine, said after his
arrest that he was ‘fighting feminism’.  Could it be that he believed
women should not have the right to study technology?  This event
and others like it preceded those in America by several years, but
gun violence has been less of a way of life in Canada than in
America as the method by which the West was won in both
countries,  possibly due to smaller populations and the presence of
the North West Mounted Police. —SLH

1.  The “longest unguarded border in the world” is, however, carefully controlled to
prevent importation of firearms from America.  Visitors to Canada are required to
leave any firearms at the border where they are given a receipt with which they may
reclaim them on returning to the USA.

https://europa.eu/european-union/about-eu/countries_en#tab-0-0
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/newfoundland-labrador/nl-votes-2019-election-winner-1.5138888
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/newfoundland-labrador/eddie-joyce-wins-seat-1.5139625
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%89cole_Polytechnique_massacre
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ABORTION
THE RIGHTS AND THE WRONGS

THE ABORTION ISSUE was resolved in America in the famous
Roe v. Wade 1973 case.  That case result is now coming under
attack after Trump’s stacking of the US Supreme Court in his effort
to make abortion law more stringent.  Recently Alabama, Missouri
a few other states have passed very restrictive new laws, several
other states are working to restrict Roe vs Wade, while New York
and Vermont are working to protect it.  Details HERE.  It is possible
that restrictive legislation may be re-introduced in Canada if the
Trudeau Liberal Government is not re-elected in October.  

Fortunately there is as yet no very significant move to tighten the
law in Canada, but with Doug Ford now Premier of Ontario, how
long will such peace last?  Too often Canada chooses to imitate
American practice in controversial matters, and Abortion is a classic
example of something that fires up the political right.

I am familiar with the religious objections to abortion, and I have
no problem for those women who choose to govern their own choice
according to whatever religious actions they wish.  I would not
argue that abortion should be as easy to procure as your annual ’flu
shot; but neither can I understand why so many people make it their
unsolicited business to govern the decisions of others in such
extremely personal matters.

Legislation is doubtless needed to oversee when abortions may
be performed, who may perform them and under what clinical
conditions.  Abortion is currently legal in Canada at all stages of
pregnancy, and that may remain the best consideration unless there
are very special circumstances.  According to authorities the status
quo  has worked satisfactorily during recent years since it became
the practice.  Only qualified medical practitioners are permitted to
perform the procedure, in appropriate medical facilities.  The same
or more stringent quality regulations applied to medical
establishments and manufacturing facilities should be strongly
mandated at a national level rather than the current provincial
mixture.

Unfortunately there are always those busybodies who take it
upon themselves to curtail another’s legal and essentially personal
freedom of choice, and abortion is an example of that.  With so
much of our news being Trumpish ‘fake news’ from America, so
freely intertwined with Canadian news, it is nigh impossible for
those Canadians who may feel some sympathy to the often strident
Right-Wing of American conservative attitudes to avoid being
influenced.  Traditionally America has shunned most political
movements arising from any further than slightly “left-of-centre”
sources, although that appears to be changing somewhat in the run-
up to their 2020 November election.  The number of female
candidates offering themselves for nomination to the Democratic
Presidency is noteworthy as a response to the perceived threat of
drastically limiting or even overturning the 40-year-old Roe v. Wade
Supreme Court ruling made more likely by Trump’s two
appointments to that Court since his Inauguration two years ago.   

The chief objections to maintaining the current level of
availability of abortion in Canada are religious or humanitarian, and
based on respect for the sanctity of life, which is certainly important. 
Even many who do not subscribe to any organised religion may be
opposed to a law that they believe makes abortion too easy to
procure.

For many Canadians, the significant issue surrounding abortion

in Canada is that it should not be too easy to procure an abortion, a
reasonable reequirement in our humane country.  If it were as
readily available as making an appointment for a physical
examination at your local clinic, then that is too easy.

Abortion becomes questionable when the woman concerned is
not permitted to be a major arbiter in the decision.  However there
are two lives at stake, the second being that of the unborn child who
must be accorded very serious consideration along with the mother. 
If the woman’s health is involved, that should receive equal
consideration, including an assessment of her mental and emotional
fitness and practical ability to raise a child if any such matters are
relevant.  All these issues, along with the circumstances around the
conception, be they assault, rape, incest, simple ignorance or even
carelessness, should be thoroughly assessed and treated importantly
in any legislation.

Compelling a woman to carry an unwanted child through to full
term may be very highly undesirable if the mother is physically or
intellectually incapable or unwilling to accept responsibility for her
pregnancy, and these factors should carry much weight in the
decision as they may not ensure the proper pre-natal care of the
child both before and after birth.  If the mother does not want the
child, there is the option to offer the baby for adoption.  And if
either the child or the mother is likely to have significant health
problems during or after the pregnancy, that should also be a
decisive factor accounted for in any new abortion law.

It seems inappropriate that third parties, including the father as
well as the Law, should force a woman to carry the child to full
term.  Therefore the mother’s wishes must be paramount.  A
satisfactory compromise may well be to allow the pregnant woman
to make the decision as early as possible after the pregnancy
becomes known to her, preferably within the first trimester of
pregnancy.  If, for some reason, that period has already passed,
closer examination of the situation would be appropriate, but
continuation of the pregnancy to full term should not necessarily be
mandatory.  The worst possible scenario is for a pregnant woman to
be compelled by law to carry a child to full term as this may be
damaging especially to the child, but also to the woman.

Like euthanasia, abortion is a serious matter, and should  never
be treated lightly or totally prohibited under law.  

It seems very likely that as the American abortion debate
intensifies in the lead-up to 2020 November, even after Canada’s
October election becomes history a year earlier, the debate may
continue and be revisited here in Canada.  Pierre Elliott Trudeau’s
analogy of the elephant and the mouse will always be with us.

For an up-to-date account of Canada’s abortion policy, refer to
Position Paper #54 “Abortion Law and Policy: Comparisons
Between the U.S. and Canada”.  This is a cost-free 5-page PDF
document published by the Abortion Rights Coalition of Canada.

— SLH 
NOTE ON ROE V. WADE. When lower courts are unable to resolve an issue 

to the satisfaction of the plaintiff, the case can be appealed to the Supreme Court,
whose verdict over-rides all earlier ones.  This case reached the US Supreme Court
and was settled in 1973 when the Court ruled “that the Due Process Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution provides a fundamental "right to
privacy" that protects a pregnant woman's liberty to choose whether or not to have
an abortion.”  Now, Trump has declared that he will reverse that decision by
appointing conservative judges to the Court.  Since his Inauguration he has
appointed 2, changing the balance to 5 conservative judges to 4.  Therefore any new
cases to be appealed to the S.C. are likely to overturn Roe v. Wade, making
abortions much harder to procure legally. — SLH

https://www.cnn.com/2019/05/16/politics/states-abortion-laws/index.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abortion_Rights_Coalition_of_Canada
https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&q=Roe+v.+Wade
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A BULLY LEADER <—> A BULLY NATION

Q: “When does a leader become a ‘bully leader’?”
A: “When he acts entirely in his own interest.” 

Q:  “When does an entire nation become a ‘bully nation’?”
A: “When the government does nothing to prevent it.”

 The United States of America was originally conceived in the
years leading up to 1776, when its people found themselves
deprived of important rights by the senior government in England. 
The Declaration of Independence was based on the following
statement: “We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are
created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain
unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the
pursuit of Happiness. . .”.  England had become a ‘Bully Nation’.

When the Declaration was originally written during the Age of
Enlightenment 2 it was unique, comparable in significance with
Magna Carta alone.  Action was made feasible by (1) more than a
century of successful European immigration with a reasonably
educated majority who either spoke or adopted one common
language; and (2) a natural development that grew out of the fertile
intellectual climate of the Eighteenth Century in Western Europe
during the late 1600s and the 1700s.  Had either of these conditions
been lacking, the new nation may have failed to summon the
courage and determination to seek independence until a century or
more later, as was the case for other major British colonies with
dominant European ethnic populations like Canada, Australia, New
Zealand and South Africa 3.

The United States maintained its isolationist policy until the
early years of the 20th Century when it entered World War One on
1917 April 06, until the Armistice of 1918.  After the War, America 
became instrumental in establishing the League of Nations 4, but 
again there was also strong opinion in America to remain neutral. 
This opposition to stay out of combat disappeared literally overnight
when Japan’s 1941 December 07 attack on Pearl Harbour
irrevocably changed the picture.

After World War Two, America became fully involved and
instrumental in war reparations and the establishing of international
agreements like the United Nations Organisation (UN), the North
Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO), the South-East Asia Treaty
(SEATO) and others.  Americans recognised the impracticality of
trying to remain isolated in a world environment of increasingly
rapid communication, travel and trade development, exploration of
space and other involvement after 1945.  But since the 2016
election, Donald Trump has strongly criticised, threatened to

withdraw support, or has actually done so, from several
international organisations.  This has included damaging criticism
of the UN and NATO, withdrawal from the Trans Pacific Trade
Partnership even before it was formally completed, bringing an
inflexible attitude to negotiations affecting the North American Free
Trade Area (involving America, Canada, and Mexico, and now
known as the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement, USMCA),
and criticism of NATO from which he threatened to withdraw but
has now apparently accepted.

In addition to these threats and withdrawals, Trump has also
made several unilateral decisions: (1) to allow Israel to move its
capital from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem, a sensitive issue with the
Palestinians; (2) refused to censure Russia’s illegal occupation of
Crimea; (3) ignored calls to challenge Saudi Arabia over the murder
of journalist Jamal Khashoggi; (4) withdrawal of American troops
from the Middle East; and (5) cancelling the arms agreement made
by President Obama with Iran.  These are all irritants that affect the
entire world and would hitherto have been discussed within
Congress and with America’s traditional Allies, but there was no
discussion.  These are clear evidence of Trump’s frequently ill-
considered unilateral decision-making.

This behaviour of the “Leader” of the Western World is totally
irresponsible.  But worse than that, it undermines the confidence of
both Allies and others who can no longer trust America to consult
with them and to act in ways that they can support and understand. 
Trump’s decisions are often erratic and unacceptable to other
nations, notably to America’s long-term Allies.

Trump acts on the spur of the moment, with apparently no
concern for the effects of his actions and words on other nations and
leaders, except for the less desirable with whom he is immediately
and often personally involved.  Observers frequently remark that
most of this President’s decisions are made not to benefit America
or the world, but to further his own interests, notably re-election in
2020, and even his family businesses.

This is the behaviour of a bully who perverts his nation to use
its unmatched power to impose its decisions on those who cannot
shield their own interests, or to make heard their objections.  Such
were Hitler’s tactics in Sudetenland, Austria, and Poland in 1938,
and Putin’s in Crimea more recently.  Trump pursues his bullying
tactics in other ways by ignoring the needs of sensitive regions of
his own country, over-riding trade negotiations with less wealthy
countries like Canada and Mexico, and strengthening ties with
leaders of dubious character while ignoring traditional Allies. 
World relationships are needlessly stressed and in some instances
brought ever closer to the brink of unforeseen disaster.

Fareed Zakarios recently wrote in his column Global Briefing 

“The manner in which the Trump administration deals with almost
every country provokes a nationalist, anti-American response. . . It
is a world with more instability, less cooperation and fewer
opportunities for the United States.  And it is a direct, logical
consequence of Trump’s philosophy of ‘America First”.

The slogans “Make America Great Again” and “America First”
have poisoned international trust, co-operation and trade.  The
United States of America under this President is being led almost
exclusively but mistakenly in the direction of what its leader claims
is its own interests.  — SLH

2  The Age of Enlightenment is roughly 1701 or slightly earlier, to 1800.

3  The North American Colonies which formed the original group of 13 states were
the first British colonies to gain independence.  They had several advantages over
the colonies on other continents, having received larger numbers of immigrants of
European origin, of whom many brought useful skills or work experience, and often
already spoke or quickly adopted English as their working language.  They were
therefore more established and efficiently organised than the colonies on other
continents, and already had working governments in place.

4  The League of Nations was the forerunner of the United Nations Organisation.  It
existed from 1920 until 1943 when it was effectively absorbed into the United
Nations. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Age_of_Enlightenment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Age_of_Enlightenment
<current%20document>https://www.bl.uk/magna-carta/articles/magna-carta-english-translation
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#inbox/WhctKJVRJDqGwVrfQpgZQjSDtbbLWmbtbVbwtLrBjjlzGfxxKBCsrgvDBXscHWzSTNhZjkv
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/League_of_Nations#Demise_and_legacy
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Odds & Ends

Bully Trump is apparently telling the Chinese that if they want to
have the tariffs removed, they should start manufacturing in
America the products they sell to America.  Does he really think
they will do that?  It makes no sense to think that China will cause
its own citizens to lose their manufacturing jobs to Americans.

No smart country will be willing to put its own citizens out of
work—and the Chinese are smart enough to figure that out—unless
Trump is prepared to offer in return something equally valuable or
important, which he has made fairly clear he is not prepared to do. 
Millions of Chinese are living on incomes far below the average
American worker.

The only solution is for the two nations to arrive at a reasonable
and fair agreement which can benefit both.  But Trump is plainly not
prepared to give up anything to make such a plan workable.  Does
he want to open America’s borders to millions of Chinese who,
given the chance, might well be prepared to emigrate?  But it is
unlikely he would agree to that.

A solution is likely to be reached only if Bully Trump can learn
to accept that the rest of the world also needs jobs for its people,
especially those who have not enjoyed the educational opportunities
Americans have enjoyed for generations.  America has no right to
deny the rest of the world a higher standard of living for its so much
lower paid workers.

    

Readers may also be interested in Anne Kingston’s article  in
Maclean’s Magazine of 2018 September 12: “How Canada’s
growing anti-abortion movement plans to swing the next federal
election”.   The busybodies are organising for 2019 October.

Should Canadian women be reduced to second class citizenship? 

NEW FERRY TO BE BUILT
FOR NL-NS RUN

According to an announcement in the 2019 Federal Budget, three
new ferries are to be planned for Eastern Canada.  One is to serve
the Marine Atlantic route between Newfoundland & Nova Scotia —
hopefully it will include better food facilities but not simultaneously
any further increase in the already exorbitant vehicle fares and the
cost of meals on the boats.

Another is planned for the service between Québec and the
Magdalene Islands, and the third between PEI and Nova Scotia.

It is expected that some funds will be applied to improve
terminals and other infrastructure.  Attention will also be directed
to environmental matters, including the fuel to be used (possibly
Liquid Natural Gas) and underwater noise which affects whales in
the Gulf of St Lawrence. 

WEATHER FORECAST FOR THIS SUMMER
by Senior Meteorologist Chris Scott

If you are hoping for summer weather, don’t hold your breath.  It
doesn’t look very encouraging if you can believe Meteorologist
Chris Scott in a Canadian Press Article of  Tuesday 2019 May 28. 
Here is his forecast for Atlantic Canada:

. . . the Atlantic provinces can expect “generally near
normal temperatures,” with some above average temps also
forecast for the southern Maritimes due to humid air
moving into the region from the Great Lakes.

He said not to expect a lot of heat in June, but to prepare
for more humidity across the region in July and August.

He doesn’t actually say it in so many words, but it looks rather like
a cool wet summer for Newfoundland right through to the end of
August.  And if it’s anything like last year, we will be into cooler
‘fallish’ weather before the end of September.  Don’t hide your
winter woollies too far away!

If you want to see what he thinks the rest of our fellow Canadians
might expect, check here for Chris’s regional forecasts.

AVERAGE EARNINGS AND HOURS WORKED
BY AMERICAN, CHINESE & GERMAN WORKERS

The average AMERICAN WORKER makes $23.32 per hour 
and works 8.6 hours per day, for US $200.55 daily.

The average CHINESE WORKER makes $1.36 per hour 
and works 12 hours per day, for US $16.32 daily.

The average GERMAN WORKER makes $25.80 per hour 
and works 8.1 hours per day, for US $208.98 daily.

https://www.macleans.ca/politics/how-canadas-growing-anti-abortion-movement-plans-to-swing-the-next-federal-election/
https://www.macleans.ca/politics/how-canadas-growing-anti-abortion-movement-plans-to-swing-the-next-federal-election/
https://www.macleans.ca/politics/how-canadas-growing-anti-abortion-movement-plans-to-swing-the-next-federal-election/
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/canada/article-weather-network-forecasts-starkly-different-summer-conditions-across-2/
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/canada/article-weather-network-forecasts-starkly-different-summer-conditions-across-2/
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/canada/article-weather-network-forecasts-starkly-different-summer-conditions-across-2/

